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Cargo Duffle Bag
Sheny Ramaila

Perfect size for an overnight or carry-on bag. Finishes up at 12" long, 9 ll2" wide, and 6 ll2"
deep. You will need to download the free pattern for this workshop from Robert Kaufman
at http://www.robertkaufman.com/assets/pdf/CargoDufflePattem-Noodlehead2014-2.pdf.

You should be able to complete or mostly complete this bag by the end of the class.

Fabric should be cut and fused prior to class according to cutting and fusing layout provided.

Supplies Needed:

See attached Supply List, and Cutting and Fusing Instructions.
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CARGO DUFFLE BAG
Pattern by Anna Graham of Nooddlehead - available for free at

http : //www. robertkaufman. com/qu i ltin g/qu i ltsJatterns/Cargo-Duffl e/

(constructed the Sherry Ramaila Way - and with lining)

Please cut and fuse your fabrics from this guide - Sheny Ramaila has made changes to improve on the

structure and sewing technique of this bag. If you have any questions, email me at sherryzzz@yahoo.com.

Fabric Requirements and Notions (note: all fabric is quilting cotton)

Information
Pl"as" do*nload and print pattern (see website above) before class and bring with you to class. We will
be following some of the instructions from the pattern, but there are a number of differences that we will
be making to our bags, most notably incorporating a lining into the construction of the bag.

Additionally, we will be using foam batting so there is no need to quilt the bag panels. Because of limited

time in class, all fabric, foam batting, interfacing and fleece batting pieces must be cut and fused prior to

class. There is a lot to accomplish in class and there will not be time to cut or fuse pieces during class.

314 yard main exterior fabric (quilting cotton) for front panels, zipper gusset, exterior ofhandles

want to I if need to cut or match

314 accent fabric for bottom accent bottom underside ofhandles

l13 vard contrasting fabric for front pockets and flaps

1 fabric
2yards sinele-sided fusible foam batting (Pellon FF78F1 or Bosal In-R-Foam). Please DO NOT use

double-sided fusible.
U2 fusible
U4 fusible fleece

114 Peltex ided fusible
26" Coverall Zipper - Joann's sells these in tan and black, or you can order in more colors from

zipper-/?sku:BZ5226NSBE
Zippers can be converted to a center opening zipper by following this tutorial:
http://www.threadridinghood.com/wordpress/change-a-double-zipper-to-close-in-the-centre-tutorial/
Or a 30" center
Thread to match main exterior fabric, accent fabric and oocket fabric" with matchins wound bobbins

Size90ll4 or 100/16 machine needles - extras

or
seam 24" ruler and ofthe usual lies use

4Dritzbrand Mini Anorack snaps with tool kit. (Application of the snaps will be demonstrated in class,

so vou can purchase later if you want, or purchase snaps from instructor in class.)

Sewing Machine with walking foot - machine must be in good working order and capable of sewing

of fabric and

Pattern - download and print for free from

12" for inside



Cuttins

All pieces must be cut before class as there will not be time during class. Expect to spend approximately

one and half to two hours cutting and fusing.

Main Exterior Fabric

Accent Fabric

*handle underside is 1" narrower than handle exterior side - this is not a typo

Pockets and F

**pocket incorporates '/+" pleats and finishes at approximately 1 1.5" wide

Foam one-sided - Pellon FF78F1 or Bosal

to medium one-sided

For optional zipper pocket in lining: cut one piece 1.5" wide by 14" long

Front/Back Cut2 11.5" tall x 19" wide

Zipper Gusset Cut2 3.25" widexZ7.5"
Handles (exterior side) Cut2 2.75" wide 22" or cut handles as desired

Bottom Panel Accent Cttt2 4.5" tall x 19" long

Bottom Gusset Cut 1 6.5" wide x 30.5"

Handles (underside) Cut2 1.75" wide 22" or same as handle exterior

Zipper tablstop Ctft2 1.5" wide 2"

Front Pockets Cut2 5.5" tall x 19" wide**
Pocket Flaps Cut 4 3.75" tall x 6.75" wide

Cut2 1 1.5" tall x 19" wideFronVBack
Cut2 3.25" wide x27.5"Zipper Gusset

6.5" wide x 30.5"Cut 1Bottom Gusset

Cut 1 5.5" tall x 19" wideFor Front Pockets
3.75" tall x 6.75" wideCut2For Pocket Flaps

or cut handles1.75" wide AS22"Cut2For Handles (underside)

Fusible Fleece
For Handles (exterior) Ctt2 2.75" wideby 22" long (or same length as other handle pieces)

Peltex S fusible

Fabric

Pockets in cut from fabric

Cut I 5 ll8" x 77"For bas bottom support

Front/Back Cfi2 11.5" tall x 19" wide

Zipper Gusset Cut2 3.25" wide x27.5"
Bottom Gusset Cut 1 6.5" wide x 30.5"

10" tall x 15" wideCfi2Pocket
Cut I to9"x118" tall x 19" wide fold in half andSlip Pockets

Inserting zipper and creating zipper pocket will be demonstrated in class



X'usins

All pieces must be fused before class as there will not be time during class

Fusing to Foam Batting
Fuse the to the foam

Fusing to Interfacing
Fuse the to the

Fusing to Fleece Batting

I1.5" tall x 19" wideexterior fabricFront and Back (main
3.25" wide x27.5"Zipper Gussets (main exterior fabric)
6.5" wide x 30.5"Bottom Gusset (accent fabric)

5.5" tall x 19" wideFront Pockets (pocket fabric)
3.75" tall x 6.75" widePocket Flaps (pocket fabric)
1.75" wide by 22" lonqHandles Underside (accent

Fuse the fo ieces to the fleece

Peltex will be fused to bag bottom during construction process

2.75" wide 22"Handles Exterior maln exterior


